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The specific effects of non-pharmaceutical treatments are not always divisible from placebo effects
and may be missed in randomised trials
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pharmaceutical interventions may generate false negative results.

The randomised double blind controlled trial has
proved an invaluable tool for testing the efficacy of new
drugs. However, it is now used to evaluate complex
non-pharmaceutical interventions, many of which are
based on different therapeutic theories. For example,
randomised controlled trials are used to test physiotherapy, a complex intervention with a basis in
biomedical theory, and acupuncture, which is often
based on Chinese medicine. In order to use a placebo
or sham controlled design, an intervention has to be
divided into characteristic (specific) and incidental
(placebo, non-specific) elements. However, recent
research suggests that it is not meaningful to split complex interventions into characteristic and incidental
elements. Elements that are categorised as incidental in
drug trials may be integral to non-pharmaceutical
interventions. If this is true, the use of placebo or sham
controlled trial designs in evaluating complex non-

Characteristic and incidental effects
A treatment, or healthcare delivery encounter,1
contains a spectrum of treatment factors and
associated effects for which numerous terms and definitions are used. We will use the terms characteristic
effects (specific effects) and incidental effects (placebo,
non-specific, context effects) as defined by Grunbaum.2 3 Characteristic factors are therapeutic actions
or strategies that are theoretically derived, unique to a
specific treatment, and believed to be causally responsible for the outcome—for example, a drug. Incidental
factors are the many other factors that have also been
shown to affect outcome, such as the credibility of the
intervention, patient expectations, the manner and
consultation style of the practitioner, and the
therapeutic setting.1 4 In randomised controlled
designs, these incidental factors also include a dummy
pill or a sham intervention. A factor that is characteristic within one therapeutic system may be incidental to
another.2
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Underlying assumptions of placebo
controlled design

The characteristic effects of acupuncture extend beyond needling
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Three assumptions underlie the design of randomised
controlled trials:
x The diagnostic process takes place before the trial
intervention begins
x Incidental factors are generic and not linked to any
particular therapeutic theory
x Characteristic effects and incidental effects are
distinct and additive.
Our clinical and research experience has led us to
question whether these assumptions hold true for trials
of non-pharmaceutical interventions, such as physiotherapy and acupuncture. In this paper we draw
particularly on a programme of research into
acupuncture and Chinese medicine5–7 (hereafter
termed simply acupuncture) based on 88 interviews
with patients and 11 with professional acupuncturists.
This in depth study of acupuncture leads to several
conclusions that can be tested in other contexts. We
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some aspects of talking and being listened to are incidental (such as focused attention and empathy), other
aspects are characteristic of acupuncture and its
underlying theory. For example, the way that a history
is taken at the initial consultation indicates to patients
that everything about them is relevant to the diagnosis
and treatment plan. During subsequent treatment sessions needle insertion and healthcare advice are often
varied to take into account any new concerns, whether
physical, emotional, or social. This type of talking and
listening may result in an increasingly participative
interaction in which the whole burden of illness can be
shared and partially relieved.
Discussion of central concepts of Chinese medicine, such as seeking to be in balance both within yourself and with a wider context of work and family, aims
to promote increased self awareness, self confidence,
and self responsibility. Some interviewees noted that
this process was different from that experienced with
biomedical doctors. They described, for example, how
they have been socialised to take certain concerns to a
doctor and not others and how doctors, especially consultants, prefer to treat one problem at a time. This difference is not a function of the individual practitioner,
or the length of the consultation, but is a function of
the different theoretical models underlying biomedicine and acupuncture. Studies of other treatments,
such as reflexology and naturopathy, also describe different types of talking and listening that are dependent
on the underlying theory.10 11

start by taking each of the above assumptions in turn
and testing to what extent they are supported or
refuted by the interview data.

Diagnosis takes place before the
intervention begins
The biomedical diagnosis determines eligibility for the
trial and therefore occurs before the intervention is
started. In a drug trial, this biomedical diagnosis is also
the theoretical basis for prescribing the drug and
standardised administration of the drug follows. This is
also the model that underlies prescribing in everyday
practice, albeit a model that many biomedical encounters do not adhere to.
In a trial of acupuncture, however, the biomedical
diagnosis that precedes the trial is not the theoretical
understanding that guides treatment. The acupuncturist, through questioning and examination, will make a
Chinese diagnosis during the first treatment session
and will review and amend that diagnosis at each subsequent session. Thus the diagnostic process is woven
into each treatment session with, for example, repeated
pulse taking and feedback about the effects of needle
insertion. This emergent and contingent diagnosis will
not only determine the treatment at each session but is
likely to have a direct effect by eliciting what Moerman
terms a meaning response.8 This diagnostic process is
integral to the Chinese system of medicine, and therefore, by definition, gives rise to a characteristic effect,
not an incidental one. In recognition of this difficulty, it
has been suggested that inclusion criteria for a trial
could include both biomedical and Chinese medicine
diagnoses,9 but this is difficult in practical terms and
does not allow for the emergent nature of Chinese
diagnoses.

Characteristic and incidental effects are
distinct and additive
This third assumption arises from the original focus of
randomised controlled trials on drugs. Drugs exist as
material entities in the forms of pills or injections and
can therefore be physically separated from most other
aspects of an intervention. In acupuncture, however,
the characteristic factors include needling, aspects of
the diagnostic process, and aspects of talking and
listening, and we have already described how emergent
and interwoven these are into the whole intervention.
This third assumption has also been challenged by
others.2 12 13 For example, a review of interactions
between characteristic effects of medications and
incidental effects concluded that “the implicit additive
model of the RCT is too simple.”12 Consequently,
several interactive multidimensional models have been
formulated and described.14 15

Incidental factors are generic and
independent of treatment effect
Although biomedicine acknowledges the importance
and potential therapeutic power of factors such as the
therapeutic relationship, it views their effect as separate
from the characteristic effect of a drug based intervention. Consequently, aspects of the therapeutic relationship, such as talking and listening, are categorised as
placebo (incidental factors) and viewed as generic elements that operate independently from any characteristic intervention that is being delivered.
However, our interview data show that this is not
the case within acupuncture consultations. Although
Treatment factors

Effects in each group
Intervention group

Measured characteristic
therapeutic effect
(difference between
Control group
the two groups)

Total characteristic
therapeutic effect

Characteristic elements eg needling
Characteristic
(specific) effect

Indivisible characteristic and
incidental elements eg credibility of
the intervention, patient expectations,
context factors, making meaning,
talking and listening

Incidental
(placebo) effect

Natural course of illness, regression
towards the mean, etc

Effects not related
to treatment

Undetected
characteristic
therapeutic effect

Application of randomised controlled design to trial of non-pharmaceutical intervention such as acupuncture
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Implications for trials of acupuncture
Our analysis suggests that the treatment factors that
are characteristic of acupuncture include, in addition
to the needling, the diagnostic process and aspects of
talking and listening. Within the treatment sessions
these characteristic factors are distinct but not divisible
from incidental elements, such as empathy and focused
attention. These findings have important consequences for the design of trials. A sham controlled acupuncture trial, the classic design for efficacy or
explanatory trials, is based on the supposition that the
needling alone is the characteristic treatment element.
Therefore participants in the control group receive
everything except the needling. If, however, other
aspects of treatment are characteristic, the sham
acupuncture design is inappropriate because it delivers
these other characteristic elements to both groups.
Consequently, the difference between the groups may
greatly underestimate the total treatment effect of the
intervention (figure).
A sham controlled trial is only appropriate for
comparing two acupuncture interventions—for example, to compare the effects of different needling
techniques. In such a trial it is the effect of needling that
is being compared rather than the total characteristic
effect of the acupuncture.
Many thoughtful papers about trial design in complementary medicine have aired similar concerns.9 13 15 16 For example, members of the International Acupuncture Research Forum acknowledged
that “Some effects that are included in the term
‘non-specific’ may be peculiar to acupuncture,”17 and a
scholarly overview of controlled clinical trials in
acupuncture recognised: “The probable interaction of
treatment effects of the different specific and
non-specific effects of the treatment.”18 Nevertheless,
these papers have continued to recommend using
sham controlled acupuncture studies. This reticence in
challenging the status quo may be because the
assumptions that underlie dominant or commonly
held theories such as biomedicine are invisible until
they are illuminated by a body of primary research.
Our findings may also prove useful in understanding some of the many paradoxes within the literature
on the placebo effect. For example, they explain two
recurring paradoxes in relation to sham acupuncture
trials. Firstly, the discrepancy between acupuncture’s
long history and widespread use and its lack of proved
clinical effectiveness in randomised controlled trials
and, secondly, the fact that generally both sham and
real acupuncture have good treatment effects.9

Other complex interventions
Psychotherapy is another treatment that, like acupuncture, has a non-biomedical theory base. Researchers
are explicitly seeking to delineate the incidental factors
(termed common factors) across different types of
therapeutic approach, and they have suggested that
factors that are incidental to biomedicine encounters
may be characteristic to psychotherapeutic ones.19
Complex interventions that are largely based on a
biomedical explanatory system, such as physiotherapy,
lie in a middle ground. Our experience of randomised
controlled trials of complex packages of care built
1204

Summary points
The randomised placebo controlled trial was
developed to test new drugs and is based on
biomedical assumptions
In a drug trial, elements such as talking and
listening are defined as incidental (placebo)
factors and separate from the characteristic drug
treatment
In acupuncture and other non-pharmaceutical
therapies the characteristic and incidental factors
are intertwined
Use of placebo or sham controlled trial designs
for complex interventions may lead to false
negative results

round physiotherapy20 suggests that all three assumptions are to be questioned in this context, albeit not so
fundamentally as in the case of acupuncture. Firstly, it
is the physiotherapist’s assessment, rather than the biomedical diagnosis, that determines the treatment. For
example, after a medical diagnosis of osteoarthritis of
the knee, physiotherapists may diagnose weakness of
particular muscles or ligaments and review this
diagnosis at subsequent sessions. Secondly, many
physiotherapists would assert that talking and listening, in terms of promoting patient education and self
help, is integral to a physiotherapy intervention, even
within the context of an explanatory trial. Thirdly, such
flexible and participative treatment sessions are
unlikely to be made up of incidental and characteristic
factors that are distinct, divisible, and additive in their
effects.

Conclusion
Our conclusion accords with Grunbaum’s original formulation that it is the underlying therapeutic theory
that determines which treatment factors should be
classified as characteristic and as incidental and to what
extent such elements are divisible. Many of the
elements of the healthcare encounter that are
categorised as incidental in the context of drug trials
are integral to complex non-pharmaceutical interventions. The use of placebo or sham controlled trial
designs will not therefore detect the whole characteristic effect and may generate false negative results. Consequently, other approaches, such as randomised
pragmatic designs and randomised cluster designs, are
more appropriate and rigorous.
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GMC and the future of revalidation
Building on the GMC’s achievements
Graeme Catto
Revalidation is under scrutiny. The GMC plans to play an important part in developing an effective
system

Lessons from the inquiry
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The fifth report of the Shipman inquiry provided a
thorough and considered analysis of the issues
surrounding fitness to practise.1 We must all approach
the report in the spirit of learning from the past and as
a source of ideas for improving the protection of
patients in the future. The government’s proposals to
improve death certification and for tighter regulation
of controlled drugs2 will, alongside clinical governance,
help stop another Harold Shipman. Nevertheless, the
General Medical Council recognises that further
changes are required to our processes.

How can we ensure new doctors remain fit to practise?
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Some have argued that no general lessons can be
drawn from the Shipman case. I believe that view is
mistaken. Of course many of the circumstances were
specific, but much broader, historical issues were
raised. These include:
x The absence of local systems that could detect
emerging poor, dangerous, or criminal practice and
take effective action at an early stage before patients
came to harm
x Uncertainty among patients about how to pursue a
concern about a doctor, together with a profound feeling of disempowerment
x Reluctance by some professionals to admit even the
possibility that a doctor might be putting patients seriously at risk
x Lack of coherence and coordination between
the roles of the NHS and the GMC in protecting
patients
x And the lack of robust and systematic arrangements
to verify that doctors are up to date and fit to
practise.
Dame Janet Smith, the chairman of the inquiry,
acknowledged that much has changed for the better,
but we all have more to do, whether within our regulatory bodies, healthcare organisations, or clinical teams
or as individual healthcare professionals. We need to
ensure that further changes build on what has already
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